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SOLID STATE



• Solids can be divided in to two distinct 

classes.

• 1) Crystalline solids

• 2) Amorphous solids



CRYSTALLINE SOLIDS

• Crystalline solids have the following fundamentals 
properties.

1. They have characteristic geometrical shape.

2. They have highly ordered three-dimensional arrangements 
of particles.

3. They are bounded by PLANES or FACES

4. Planes of a crystal intersect at particular angles.

5. They have sharp melting and boiling points.

Examples:

Copper Sulphate (CuSO4), NiSO4, Diamond, Graphite, NaCl, 
Sugar etc



AMORPHOUS SOLIDS

AMORPHOUS SOLIDS

Solids that don’t have a definite geometrical shape are 
known as Amorphous Solids.

1. In these solids particles are randomly arranged in three 
dimension.

2. They don’t have sharp melting points.

3. Amorphous solids are formed due to sudden cooling of 
liquid.

4. Amorphous solids melt over a wide range of temperature

5. Examples:

Coal, Coke, Glass, Plastic, rubber etc



• Solid crystals can be divided into four 

categories.

• 1) Metallic crystals

• 2) Ionic crystals

• 3) Covalent crystals

• 4) Molecular crystals



• 1) Metallic Crystals

• In metallic crystals, atoms are joined together by 

metallic bond. Metallic crystals are very hard.

• · They have high melting point and boiling point

• · They have shiny surface

• · They conduct electricity and heat 

• · They are ductile

• .They are malleable



Ionic Crystals

• · Solids that contain ionic bond in their structure consist of 
ionic crystals.

• · In ionic crystals, oppositively charged ions are joined 
together by strong electrostatic forces

• · They are hard substances

• · They have high melting and boiling point.

• · They posses ionic bond

• · They conduct electricity in molten state and in the form of 
solution.

• · They are brittle

• · They are not ductile
· They can not be drawn into sheets



Covalent Crystals

• · Solid substances in which atoms are held 

together by covalent bond are known as 

covalent crystals.

• · These crystals are very stable 

• For example:

• Diamond

• Graphite



Molecular Crystals:

• In molecular crystals, molecules are joined 

together by weak Vander Wall forces.

• These substances have low melting point and 

boiling point.

• Generally they are volatile (evaporates)



A crystal’s unit cell dimensions are defined by six numbers, the lengths of the 3 

axes, a, b, and c, and the three interaxial angles, α, β and γ.

Unit cell is the smallest unit of a crystal, which, if repeated, could 

generate the whole crystal. 

Crystals are made of infinite number of unit cells



A crystal lattice is a 3-D stack of unit cells

Crystal lattice is an imaginative grid system in three dimensions in 

which every point (or node) has an environment that is identical to that 

of any other point or node.



Miller indices

A Miller index is a series of coprime integers that are inversely 

proportional to the intercepts of the crystal face or 

crystallographic planes with the edges of the unit cell.

It describes the orientation of a plane in the 3-D lattice with 

respect to the axes.

The general form of the Miller index is (h, k, l) where h, k, and l 

are integers related to the unit cell along the a, b, c crystal axes.



Miller Indices

Rules for determining Miller Indices:

1. Determine the intercepts of the face 

along the crystallographic axes, in 

terms of unit cell dimensions.

2. Take the reciprocals

3. Clear fractions

4. Reduce to lowest terms

An example of the (111) plane (h=1, 

k=1, l=1) is shown on the right.



Rules for determining Miller Indices: 

1. Determine the intercepts of the face 

along the crystallographic axes, in 

terms of unit cell dimensions.

2. Take the reciprocals

3. Clear fractions

4. Reduce to lowest terms

Another example:



A cube has six equivalent faces. If we have a definite orientation 

and wish to discuss

one specific plane of these six, it is possible to specify this plane by 

using the proper

Miller indices. Parentheses are used around the Miller indices to 

signify a specific

plane. On the other hand, it is often advantageous to talk about

planes of a “form” – i.e.,

a family of equivalent planes such as the six faces of a cube. To do 

this it is customary

to use the Miller indices, but to enclose them in curly brackets

(braces). Thus the set of

cube faces can be represented as {100} in which

{100} = (100) + (010) + (001) + (100) + (010) + (001)



Symmetry

A state in which parts on opposite sides of a plane, 

line, or point display arrangements that are related 

to one another  via a symmetry operation such as 

translation, rotation, reflection or inversion.

Application of the symmetry operators leaves the 

entire crystal unchanged.



Symmetry Elements

Rotation

turns all the points in the asymmetric 

unit around one axis, the center of 

rotation. A rotation does not change 

the handedness of figures. The center 

of rotation is the only invariant point 

(point that maps onto itself).



Symmetry elements: rotation



Symmetry elements: rotation



Symmetry Elements

Translation

moves all the points in the 

asymmetric unit the same distance 

in the same direction. This has no 

effect on the handedness of 

figures in the plane. There are no 

invariant points (points that map 

onto themselves) under a 

translation.



Symmetry Elements

Screw axes (rotation + translation)

rotation about the axis of  

symmetry by 360°/n, followed 

by a translation parallel to the 

axis by r/n of the unit cell length 

in that direction. (r < n)



Symmetry Elements

Inversion, or center of symmetry

every point on one side of 

a center of symmetry has 

a similar point at an equal 

distance on the opposite 

side of the center of 

symmetry.



Symmetry Elements

Mirror plane or Reflection 

flips all points in the asymmetric unit 

over a line, which is called the mirror, 

and thereby changes the handedness of 

any figures in the asymmetric unit. 

The points along the mirror line 

are all invariant points (points that map 

onto themselves) under a reflection.



Symmetry elements: 

mirror plane and inversion center

The handedness is changed.



Symmetry Elements

Glide reflection (mirror plane + translation)

reflects the asymmetric unit 

across a mirror and then 

translates parallel to the mirror. 

A glide plane changes the 

handedness of figures in the 

asymmetric unit. There are no 

invariant points (points that map 

onto themselves) under a glide 

reflection.



Symmetries in crystallography

• Crystal systems

• Lattice systems

• Space group symmetry

• Point group symmetry

• Laue symmetry, Patterson symmetry



Crystal system

• Crystals are grouped into seven crystal 

systems, according to characteristic symmetry

of their unit cell. 

• The characteristic symmetry of a crystal is a 

combination of one or more rotations and 

inversions. 





Lattices

• In 1848, Auguste Bravais demonstrated that 
in a 3-dimensional system there are 
fourteen possible lattices 

• A Bravais lattice is an infinite array of 
discrete points with identical environment

• seven crystal systems + four lattice centering 
types = 14 Bravais lattices

• Lattices are characterized by translation 
symmetry 

Auguste Bravais 

(1811-1863) 





Tetragonal lattices are either primitive (P) or 

body-centered (I)

C centered lattice 

=

Primitive lattice



N-fold axes with n=5 or n>6 does not occur 

in crystals 

Adjacent spaces must be completely filled (no gaps, no overlaps).



The combination of all available symmetry 

operations (32 point groups), together with 

translation symmetry,  within the all available 

lattices (14 Bravais lattices) lead to 230 Space 

Groups that describe the only ways in which 

identical objects can be arranged in an infinite 

lattice

Space groups














